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•Expression Microarrays
•Tiling genomic microarrays
•Sequencing methods

Riassunto puntate precedenti

RNA transcripts

Depend on kind of RNA prep from cells:

Total RNA
Poly(A) + fraction
L RNA

Depend on kind of tissue:

Origin
Stage of development

Long RNA
Small RNA

….bound to ribosomes
….bound to a particular protein
….cytoplasmatic vs nuclear
….. 

In vitro culture conditions
Pathological status

Individuals
Age
…..

review
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Identification of several unknown T.U,  (transcription units)
encoding new protein
noncoding small RNA (20-30 nt)
noncoding long RNA

From different chromosomal locations:
Classical protein encoding genes in regions previously “intergenic”
“Within genes” (intragenic) transcripts in Sense and anti-sense orientation
Intronic transcripts (S/AS)
Small 5’ and 3’ transcripts

Some of these RNA functionally classified:
rRNA
tRNA
Protein-coding RNA
snRNAsnRNA
snoRNA
Micro-RNA (miRNA) – siRNA – piRNA

Few noncoding “long” RNA with known or suspected function

A plethora of short and long transcripts with unknown functions

Evidence of pervasive transcription derived from high-throughput studies:

-EST libraries
-Tiled microarray analysis
-SAGE analysis
-RNA-seq (deep sequencing)

Throughput                    Da Wikipedia, l'enciclopedia libera.

Nell'ambito delle telecomunicazioni, si intende per throughput
di un link (canale) di comunicazione, la sua capacità di 
trasmissione effettivamente utilizzata. Il “throughput” è la 
quantità di dati trasmessi in una unità di tempo, il secondo.RNA seq (deep sequencing)

-CAGE analysis

In the mouse, at least 63% of the genome is transcribed. The majority of 
transcriptional units (TU) do not encode for proteins. 

(Carninci et al., 2005, Science 309:1559-63)

In humans, wide transciption seen in 10 chromosomes, 43% of RNA stay in 
nuclei and are not polyadeylated

(Cheng et al 2005 Science 308:1149 54)

quantità di dati trasmessi in una unità di tempo, il secondo.

(Cheng et al., 2005, Science 308:1149-54)

The ENCODE project results on 1% of the human genome show 93% of the 
genome transcribed in multiple RNAs.

(Birney et al., 2007, Nature 447: 799-816)

Conclusions: there is persavive transcription and the majority of RNAs do not 
show protein-coding evidence
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Il problema della corretta mappatura delle T.U.   Definizione del 5’ e 3’.

One problem is that EST, SAGE and other serial methods do not define the TSS    
(transcription start site)

RNA databases are 3’ – biased, for practical and historical reasons

Number 1 problem is that Reverse Transcriptase is not very
“processive” and often terminates before reaching the 5’ end of RNAprocessive  and often terminates before reaching the 5  end of RNA. 

Seq-methods are more precise, but often a pletora of different transcripts are seen at 
the 5’ and 3’ ends of a T.U.

5’
AAAAAAAA

Another common problem:
How to distinguish “transcripts” from RNA fragments or processed RNAs ?

Most common method for mapping, for individual genes, the transcriptional initiation site 
is S1 Nuclease (a single-strand specific endonuclease) analysis, based on the hybridization
of genomic DNA with mRNA:

Several methods can be used to map the TSS One gene at a time …
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Primer extension is 
an alternative 
mapping method

S1 nuclease mapping
(RNase protection 
quite similar)

Primer extension
Single-stranded 
DNA is evaluated  
by polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis

RACE= rapid amplification of cDNA ends

sequencing
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To mapping TSS in high-
throughput, tiling arrays 
have been used 

But in general, sequencing methods are much better for g , q g
precise definition of TSS

(…. provided a method for CAP selection)
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A Sepharose-conjugated CAP-
binding protein affinity 
chromatography has been used 
to isolate “capped” RNAs.

This approach gives low yield
of capped RNAs

Diol group used to 
biotinylate the cap

Biotinylation of “cap” is better 
to allow efficient selection

biotinylate the cap
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146 mouse cDNA libraries

41 human cDNA libraries !

AAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA

RT

Bt-cap

RNase,  
ss-specific 

AAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA

cDNA not fully extended leave some ssRNA

Streptavidin-sepharose selection

RNA removed
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Shiraki et al. (2003) PNAS 100:15776

(       )

Exactly as in the case of SAGE, CAGE produce a table of frequencies for 
all the 21-mers, fro each library sequenced, that are subsequently mapped 
to the genome:

CAGE Tag No./total chr position

ATTCGTCCAATCCAATCTCGG 123 chr6     23456444-23456465

TTAGGGCATGCTTGCGGCGA 3 chr21 10111578-10111556TTAGGGCATGCTTGCGGCGA 3 chr21   10111578-10111556

ATCAACTCCTCTTCGTCATCG 987 chr8 9876101-9876122

etc...............

And a table is generated correlating for each CAGE TAG its frequency in 
different cDNA libraries from different tissues:

lung gut eye breast liver muscle brainlung gut eye breast liver muscle brain

Tag 1 123 111 2 234 12 14 987

Tag 2 244 12 213 749 22 79 45

Tag 2 1 76 199 32 7 95 265

ETC....
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Diversi lavori pubblicati nel 2009 con RNA-Seq.  Su lievito e mammiferi  (anche molti 
procarioti)

Comments on 6 papers published at the beginning of 2009
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Un lavoro pubblicato (il primo) su cellule umane, con RNA-Seq (Illumina-Solexa)

Limitato però a poly(A)+ RNA

Supporto 1


